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Fuzzy Funtions in Fuzzy Logi with Fuzzy EqualityyVil�em Nov�akUniversity of Ostrava,Institute for Researh and Appliations of Fuzzy Modeling30. dubna 22, 701 03 Ostrava, Czeh RepubliAbstratWe are interested in the problem, under whih onditions approximation of a funtion an besyntatially haraterized in fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax (FLn). The approx-imation orresponds to the provability degree and we use a speial ase of disjuntive or onjuntivenormal forms based on the fuzzy equality. We show that when assuming speial properties of thelatter, we obtain a �nitary haraterization, given a presribed auray. The interpretation of thedisjuntive normal form is preisely the Mamdani-Assilian formula used in fuzzy ontrol.1 PreliminariesIn this paper, we deal with fuzzy logi in narrow sense with evaluated syntax presented extensively inthe book [6℄ (known also under the name \Pavelka logi"). In this setion, we will briey outline someof the onepts and notation. All what is left unexplained an be found in the above book.The set L of truth values is supposed to form the  Lukasiewiz MV-algebra. The set of all the well-formed formulas for the language J is denoted by FJ and the set of all the losed terms by MJ . If T isa fuzzy theory then its language is denoted by J(T ).Let A(x1; : : : ; xn) be a formula and t1; : : : ; tn be terms substitutable into A for the variables x1; : : : ; xn,respetively. Then Ax1;:::;xn [t1; : : : ; tn℄ is an instane of A resulting from it when replaing all the freeourrenes of the variables x1; : : : ; xn by the respetive terms t1; : : : ; tn.If V is a struture for the language J then V(t) = v 2 V is an element being the interpretation ofthe term t. By alternative notation, given a free variable x then v=x is an element assigned to x in thestruture V .The satisfation fuzzy relation of A(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 FJ in V isAV = �aÆhv1; : : : vni�� a = V(A(v1=x1; : : : ; vn=xn)); v1; : : : ; vn 2 V g �� V n (1)where the notation aÆv means that an element v taken from some universe belongs to the given fuzzyset in the degree a 2 L.The following theorem will often be used. Its proof an be found in [6℄.Theorem 1 (equivalene)Let T be a fuzzy theory, A be a formula and B1; : : : ; Bn some of its subformulas. Let T `ai Bi ,,, B0i,i = 1; : : : ; n. Then there are m1; : : : ;mn suh thatT `b A,,, A0; b � am11 
 � � � 
 amnn (2)where A0 is a formula whih is a result of replaement of the formulas B1; : : : ; Bn in A by B01; : : : ; B0n.The language of fuzzy logi used in this setion is supposed to ontain the fuzzy equality prediate ���ful�lling the following logial axioms (f. [6℄):(E1) 1Æ(x ��� x)yThis paper has been supported by Grant A1187901/99 of the GA AV �CR and the projet ME468 of M�SMT �CR.
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(E2) 1Æ((x1 ��� y1) ))) (: : :))) ((xn ��� yn) ))) ))) (f(x1; : : : ; xn)��� f(y1; : : : ; yn)) : : :)for every n-ary funtional symbol f .(E3) 1Æ((x1 ��� y1) ))) (: : :))) ((xn ��� yn) ))) ))) (P (x1; : : : ; xn) ))) P (y1; : : : ; yn)) : : :)for every n-ary prediate symbol P .The proof of the following lemma an be found inLemma 1Let T be a fuzzy prediate alulus with fuzzy equality. Then the following properties of the fuzzyequality are provable in T :(a) Symmetry T ` (x ��� y)))) (y ��� x);(b) transitivity T ` ((x ��� y)&&&(y ��� z))))) (x ��� z):Let A(x) := x ��� t where t is a losed term, whih is assigned an element v0 = V(t). Then itssatisfation fuzzy set in V is AV = �aÆv�� a = V(v=x ��� v0=t); v 2 V 	 :Fuzzy equality determines metrial properties of models as an be seen from the following lemma.Lemma 2Let T be a fuzzy theory with a fuzzy equality��� and V j= T be its model. Put �(u; v) = V(:::(u=x��� v=y))for all u; v 2 V . Then � is a pseudometris on V for every m � 1.proof: Obviously, � is a funtion � : V 2 �! [0; 1℄. Then axiom (E1) gives the property �(u; u) = 0 andLemma 1 gives symmetry and the triangular inequality of � by the properties of  Lukasiewiz MV-algebra.2The pseudometris � de�ned in a model V via fuzzy equality will be denoted by ����. Thus, hV; ����i is apseudometri spae. Consequently, all models of a fuzzy theory with fuzzy equality form a topologialspae with topology generated by ����.In the following de�nition, we introdue a kind of ompatness of the fuzzy equality.De�nition 1Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory with fuzzy equality ���. We say that ��� is totally bounded in T if toevery 1 > a > 0 there is b > a and a �nite number of losed terms t1; : : : ; tm suh thatT `b (8x)(x ��� t1 ___ � � � ___ x ��� tm): (3)Theorem 2Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory with fuzzy equality ���. Then there is a onsistent fuzzy theory T 0being extension of T suh that ��� is totally bounded in T 0.3



proof: Let V j= T be a model. Then hV; ����i is a pseudometri spae. If the topologial spaegenerated by it is not ompat, we pointwise ompatify it to hV �; ����i. Furthermore, we hoose v0 2 Vand put PV(1) = PV(v0) for all P 2 J(T ) and similarly for funtions.For arbitrary rational a 2 (0; 1) let us put " = :a and in standard way using overings of V by openballs K(v; ") where v 2 V let us �nd a ountable subset �V � V . Let us extend J(T ) by a ountable setof onstants U and for every u 2 U use a bijetion f : U �! �V to put V(u) = f(u) = u.With respet to the above onstrution, to every " = :a (a 2 (0; 1) rational) there is a �nite set ofonstants u1; : : : ;um 2 U suh that their orresponding interpretations u1; : : : ; um form an "-net in V .Let us put � = _v2V m̂j=1 ����(v; uj):Beause to every v 2 V there is uj suh that ����(v; uj) < ", we obtain � < ". Put b = :�. Then a < b.De�ne a new fuzzy theory Ta = T [ �bÆ(8x)(x ��� u1 _ � � � _ x ��� um)	and �nally, T 0 = [a2(0;1)a rational Ta:We will demonstrate that T 0 is onsistent and has the required property.By the above onstrution, for every rational a 2 (0; 1) and the orresponding axiom (8x)(x ���u1 _ � � � _ x��� um) it holds thatV((8x)(x ��� u1 _ � � � _ x��� um)) = v̂2V m_j=1:����(v; uj) = :� = b > a: (4)Thus, V j= Ta and onsequently, V j= T 0.Finally, let a 2 (0; 1). Then there is a rational a0 � a and, by the above onstrution, a orrespondingformula (8x)(x ��� u1 _ � � � _ x ��� um) suh that (4) holds. Sine it is at the same time also axiom in thedegree b, by the ompleteness theorem we onludeT `b (8x)(x ��� u1 ___ � � � ___ x ��� um): 2The following theorem has been proved in [5℄.Theorem 3Let T be a fuzzy theory with totally bounded fuzzy equality ��� and A(x) be a formula. Then to every0 <  < 1 there are terms t1; : : : ; tm and d >  suh that(a) T `d (9x)A(x) ,,, m_j=1Ax[tj ℄; (5)(b) T `d (8x)A(x) ,,, m̂j=1Ax[tj ℄: (6)By this theorem, if a fuzzy theory ontains a totally bounded fuzzy equality then every existential(universal) formula an be approximated by �nite disjuntion (onjuntion) of instanes of ertain losedinstanes of the matrix of the given formula. 4



2 Fuzzy funtions and fuzzy equalityF. Klawonn and R. Kruse in [3℄ have shown that the well known Mamdani-Assilian formula, whih is usedin fuzzy ontrol, is losely related to the onept of fuzzy equality. I. Per�lieva has studied in [6, 8, 9℄approximation properties of normal forms of fuzzy logi formulas when interpreted in speial models.We will show using formal means of FLn that the Mamdani-Assilian formula, whih is a speial aseof disjuntive normal form has an interpretation being a fuzzy relation, whih approximates a fuzzy setof elements being fuzzy-equal to funtional values of a given funtion. Similarly, we may also onsidera speial ase of onjuntive normal form and demonstrate using formal means, how these forms areinterrelated. Let us remark that our results are similar to those obtained by P. H�ajek in [1℄.By a fuzzy funtion, we understand a generalization of a lassial funtion, whih onsists of thefuzzy set of all values approximately equal to the funtional values of some risp funtion g(x). In logi,it is spei�ed by a formula F (x; y) := y ��� g(x), for whih we an prove by the transitivity of ��� thatT ` (F (x; y)&&&F (x; y0)) ))) y ��� y0, and so the formula F (x; y) determines a fuzzy funtion. Note thatF (x; y) is also extensional, i.e. T ` F (x; y)&&& y ��� y0 ))) F (x; y0):Reall from [5℄ that the approximation problem leads to provability degree of equivalene of someformulas. Namely, if T `d A(x1; : : : ; xn) ,,, B(x1; : : : ; xn)in some fuzzy theory T then it means that in every model V j= T , the orresponding satisfation fuzzyrelations di�er for not more than :d = 1� d, i.e.jAV(u1; : : : ; un)�BV(v1; : : : ; vn)j � :dholds for all u1; vi 2 V , i = 1; : : : ; n.We will be interested in the haraterization of some funtion represented by a funtional symbolg(x). This an be obtained using two kinds of formulas:(9u)((x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))); (7)(8u)((x ��� u)))) (y ��� g(u))): (8)The relation between the formulas is haraterized by the following theorem.Theorem 4The following formulas are provable in every fuzzy theory T ontaining the fuzzy equality prediate:T ` (9u)(((x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))) ))) (8u)((x ��� u)))) (y ��� g(u)))); (9)T ` (8u)((x ��� u)2))) (9u)((x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))),,,(8u)((x ��� u)))) (y ��� g(u)))): (10)proof: The provability of formulas an be heked semantially (by the ompleteness). For this, thetransitivity of fuzzy equality and axiom (E2) should be used. 2Theorem 5Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory with a totally bounded fuzzy equality ���. Then to every 0 <  < 1there are terms t1; : : : ; tm and d >  suh that(a) T `d (9u)((x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))) ,,, m_j=1((x ��� tj) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(tj))); (11)(b) T `d (8u)((x��� u)))) (y ��� g(u))) ,,, m̂j=1((x ��� tj) ))) (y ��� g(tj))): (12)5



proof: This is a orollary of Theorems 4 and 3. 2This theorem demonstrates that if we deal with a fuzzy theory ontaining the totally bounded fuzzyequality then we an approximate the general formulas (7) and (8) by �nitary ones whih do not ontainquanti�ers.The formula MA(x; y) := m_j=1((x ��� tj) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(tj)))is a speial version of disjuntive normal form and it will be alled the Mamdani-Assilian formula. Theseond possibility is a onjuntive normal formm̂j=1((x ��� tj) ))) (y ��� g(tj)));whih has approximation properties analogous to the Mamdani-Assilian one in a sense preisely de�nedbelow.Lemma 3Let T be a fuzzy theory with fuzzy equality. Then(a) T ` (y ��� g(x)) ,,, (9u)((x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))),(b) T ` (y ��� g(x)) ))) (8u)((x ��� u)))) (y ��� g(u))).() T ` (8x)(8y)(8u)((x ��� u)2))) ((9u)(x ��� u) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(u))),,, ((x ��� u)))) (y ��� g(u))))proof: (a) and (b) follow from the transitivity of���, possibility to introdue onservatively a new fun-tion symbol (f. [4℄) and the equivalene theorem. () an be veri�ed semantially using the ompletenesstheorem. 2Theorem 6Let T be a onsistent fuzzy theory with a totally bounded fuzzy equality ���. To every 0 <  < 1 thereare terms t1; : : : ; tm and d >  suh that(a) T `d (y ��� g(x)) ,,, m_j=1((x ��� tj) ^̂̂ (y ��� g(tj))); (13)(b) T `d (y ��� g(x)) ))) m̂j=1((x ��� tj) ))) (y ��� g(tj))); (14)() T `d m̂j=1((x ��� tj)2 ))) ((y ��� g(x)) ,,, ((x ��� tj) ))) (y ��� g(tj))))): (15)proof: The theorem follows from Lemma 3, Theorem 5 and the equivalene theorem. 2Aording to this theorem, to every  we an �nd d >  and the Mamdani-Assilian formula, whihd-approximates the fuzzy funtion determined by the formula y ��� g(x). Let us stress that this is adisjuntion of onjuntions. If we want to replae it by a onjuntion of impliations, then the answer isgiven in items (b) and (). Namely, both formulas beome equivalent if we onsider the square (in thesense of  Lukasiewiz onjuntion) of the assumption that only seleted points in the domain of funtiong are onsidered. Note that this result is very lose to that obtained by P. H�ajek for basi logi in [1℄.The main role in fuzzy ontrol is played espeially by the Mamdani-Assilian formula. Then our resultsprovide the following: given a model V j= T , let a funtion gV be assigned to g. Then the fuzzy funtion6



FV determined by F (x; y) haraterizes all elements v 2 V , whih are \lose" to the funtional valuesgV(u) for all u 2 V . If ��� is totally bounded then, given some preision 1 > " > 0, we may approximatethe fuzzy funtion FV(x; y) by the fuzzy relation due to Mamdani-Assilian formula with the errorjFV (u; v)�MAV(u; v)j < "for all u; v 2 V , i.e. the di�erene between the degree of truth that v is approximately equal to gV(u)and its estimation using the Mamdani-Assilian formula is at most ". It also follows from the latter thatgiven u then any element v suh that MAV(u; v) > 0 is good approximation of gV(u). This means thatit an be used as a result of a defuzzi�ation proedure applied to a fuzzy set Bu de�ned byBu(v) = MAV(u; v); v 2 V:In other words, any funtion \passing through" the support of MAV is suitable to approximate gV withthe auray " and whih has been derived on the basis of the Mamdani-Assilian formula MA using adefuzzi�ation. The question, whih of many possible defuzzi�ation funtions is the best one has beendisussed by I. Per�lieva in [7℄.By equivalene theorem, we an also prove the following orollary.Corollary 1Let (13) hold and let T `a MA(x; y):Then T `b y ��� g(x) where b � a
 d:This orollary provides estimation of the provability degree (and thus, the preision of approximation)that an element y is lose to the funtional value of the approximated funtion g if we use the Mamdani-Assilian formula instead of the fuzzy funtion formula F . It follows from it that in every model V j= T ,if MAV(u; v) � athen � :=(v; gV(u)) < :a� "where " = : (reall that the provability degree d in (13) ful�ls d > ).3 ConlusionIn this paper, we have haraterized an approximation of a funtion syntatially inside fuzzy logi innarrow sense with evaluated syntax. The latter makes possible to express also a presribed auray insidethe syntax. We have demonstrated a solution when based on the so-alled totally bounded fuzzy equality,orresponds to totally bounded pseudometris in models. The haraterization has been obtained usingeither disjuntive or onjuntive normal forms. The former is preisely a formula, whih in semantis isalled the Mamdani-Assilian formula and whih is used in most appliations of fuzzy ontrol.Referenes[1℄ H�ajek, P.: Metamathematis of fuzzy logi. Kluwer, Dordreht 1998.[2℄ Klawonn, F.: Fuzzy Points, Fuzzy Relations and Fuzzy Funtions. In: Nov�ak, V. and I. Per�lieva(eds.): Disovering the World with Fuzzy Logi. Springer, Heidelberg 2000, 431{453.[3℄ Klawonn, F. and R. Kruse: Equality Relations as a Basis for Fuzzy Control. Fuzzy Sets and Systems54(1993), 147{156.[4℄ Nov�ak, V.: On funtions in fuzzy logi with evaluated syntax. Neural Network World, 10(2000),869{875. 7
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